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Magical Market 
Help! The Magical Market is coming to town

and Marco the Merchant is on the hunt for the

most marvelous and magical items to fill his

shop booth! Design an invention that will wow

the crowd.

Create an invention for the...

Dreams



PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION
Many of the best inventions
created were to solve a
problem. Is there a problem
out there in the worldyou'd like to solve? It can be a small problem or

a big problem. 

put on your design cap!

Grab a pencil, marker,
crayon, or pen draw out
your idea? Don't worry if
you mess up. Famous
inventors do this all the
time. Just try again.

The Design 
Process

Test and retest

Now you get to create
your idea. What do you
have on hand that might
make your dream
invention a reality?

TIME TO BRAINSTORM!

Gather as many ideas as
possible!

Share Your creation

Congratulations! You are

now on your way to being

a world famous inventor.

Don't forget to show off

your hard work!

IDEAIDEA
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design
time

Become a...Magical Inventor





Marco's 
Magic and Marvelous 

Shop Inventory 
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Items Description Price

A carpet that flies. Obviously.Flying Carpet 500 gold coins

Elixir of Youth Lotion to keep the wrinkles away. 150 gold coins

Hour Glass More fun than a clock. 25 gold coins

Hand-carved
Lute

15-string musical intsrument
made by master crafstmen. 50 gold coins

Alabaster Mortar
and Pestle

Perfect for crushing herbs and
magical potions.

25 gold coins

Invisible Ink For writing secret messages. 50 gold coins

Winged Envelope
Pouch

Will fly your letter to its destination 25 gold coins

Temperature-
Changing Cloak

Never be too hot or too cold ever again. 150 gold coins

Mechanical
Watch-Bird

Sings a warning when thieves approach. 100 gold coins
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